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ABSTRACT

This Article examines why and how critical race theory (CRT) should be taught as a mandatory component of the first-year law school curriculum. Learning the fundamentals of critical race theory is not only important to empathetically understand and serve those around you, but necessary to understand the law as it is. The law’s past and future require this. This Article first makes the positive argument for critical race theory’s necessity in legal education, showing that it rises above normative (albeit virtuous) justifications. It then briefly summarizes what critical race theory is by outlining its central tenets, as well as what critical race theory is not by examining the recent uproar surrounding the CRT boogeyman.

Part II explores why and how critical race theory can be taught in two doctrinal first-year courses: constitutional law and civil procedure. The courses show how easily critical race theory’s tenets slot into commonly taught cases, before even considering adding new material to course requirements. Constitutional law demonstrates how interest convergence and the social construction of race play a role in the law, while civil procedure demonstrates how intersectionality and counter-storytelling can recontextualize how we view a court’s ruling.
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Part III prescribes actionable solutions. The first solutions include discretionary implementation of critical race theory into syllabi by professors. It suggests more concrete solutions in the form of mandatory curriculum requirements, changes to ABA accreditation standards, and changes in NCBE Bar Exam requirements. It then surveys some existing courses to examine how such requirements can be implemented. Finally, the appendices outline the wealth of existing CRT scholarship relating to the first-year courses for reference.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. THE LAW IS RACIST.

The law is racist. Our country’s founding document nakedly enshrined racism in its text, and even with all of the progress made since the founding, the law creates, perpetuates, and allows racism today. It does this while denying it.\(^1\) Legislatures across the country have banned critical race theory in one form or another, making it a distorted partisan talking point.\(^2\) Yet critical race theory is essential to understanding both the history of the law and the law as it is—two indispensable facets of any respectable legal education. As I will explain, critical race theory (and related critical pedagogy) is requisite for any competent legal education. This is the case.

Learning critical race theory is a matter of accuracy, not just advocacy. In acknowledging the necessity of a course on race and the law, Berkeley Law’s Dean Erwin Chemerinsky states as much: “No law student can be prepared to practice law in any field without an understanding of the role of race in American law, both historically and today.”\(^3\) Many scholars, practitioners, and other commentators have made compelling arguments for the introduction of CRT and critical pedagogy generally, but these arguments frequently have normative grounds. Similarly compelling arguments for the growth of clinical education—especially as it relates to social justice—have been made over the years.\(^4\) These grounds are righteous and worth serious consideration but do not fall within the scope of this paper. “[C]linical education is only one part of the longer-term effort to train emerging social justice lawyers. The need for critical race theory to be included in students’ doctrinal study alongside their experiential learning is mission-critical.”\(^5\) You simply cannot accurately learn the law without at least considering CRT in your education. My argument is positive, not normative. Professor Frances Lee Ansley articulates the importance of racial literacy in legal education beautifully:

1. See, e.g., U.S. CONST. art. IV, § 2, cl. 3, (the Fugitive Slave Clause), replaced by U.S. CONST. amend. XIII; U.S. CONST. art. I, § 9, cl. 1 (the Slave Trade Clause) (repealed 1808).
2. PEN America has an incredibly thorough, consistently updated spreadsheet tracking the progress of anti-CRT bills across the nation. See PEN America Index of Educational Gag Orders, PEN AMERICA, https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Tj5WQVBMb6SOg-zP_M8uZsQQGH09TmByY73v23zpyr0/edit#gid=1505554870 [https://perma.cc/3K56-JWWA].
Our canon is already an integrated one and should be consciously taught as such. American law students should not leave the law schools of the late twentieth century until they have received a thorough and explicit grounding in the role that race has played in the creation and transformation of central legal institutions. The power and burden of race, both past and present, should be seen as indispensable parts of minimal cultural and constitutional literacy for the legal practitioners and theoreticians we send forth into the bar and the world.6

Yet law students did leave the law schools of the late twentieth century without that literacy; we must ensure law students of the twenty-first century do not face the same fate. Ansley’s 1991 essay on race in the core curriculum notes a past objection based on “the assertion that texts of appropriate quality are lacking” and that “there are inadequate resources to implement such expansion.”7 I hope that examining this paper’s appendices will show how nakedly wrong that first argument is today, not to mention its incorrectness in 1991.8 The scholarship surrounding critical race theory is voluminous and exceptional, and this is only becoming more and more true over the years. I hope that the cataloging of resources in this paper’s appendices will both demonstrate that fact and assist professors, students, and organizers in implementing critical race theory in their respective curriculums.

The argument that resources—time, money, staffing, etc.—are too limited for the implementation of critical race theory also falls flat. It is undoubtedly true that law schools and professors must carefully allocate their limited time and resources to provide an optimal experience for their students. They may examine the problem as splitting focus between “the ‘fundamentals,’ not on peripheral ‘extras’” such as critical race theory.9 Again, critical race theory can hardly be characterized as a “peripheral extra.” Racism has roots in the Constitution itself, and its tendrils still creep throughout the law today. Race is more fundamental than many other aspects we learn about the law.

The function of stare decisis requires that we face race head-on in our education more so than other disciplines. Racist laws and rulings are precedent if not repealed or overturned, giving the law a unique need to directly address racism even where it may still be pressing in other fields. In many ways, the law is both the master’s tool and the master’s house.10 The powerful wield it as an oppressive tool for furthering their own interests, and it shelters them from the consequences of their oppression. Attempting to use a fundamentally unjust system to dismantle itself is futile by definition. However, we may still use CRT to understand the master’s tools and the master’s house as they actually are, not as they purport to be. Professor Khiara Bridges suggests we can approach legal

---

7. Id. at 1519
8. See infra Appendices A–H.
institutions “with a mindset centered around reorganizing”; we can reorganize legal education to make it a tool that is “life affirming” rather than oppressive.\textsuperscript{11} The master’s tools may never dismantle the master’s house, but we can put them to work while we endeavor towards necessary reforms and abolition on larger scales. Learning critical race theory in the first year of law school will prepare students to do this work, facing the law head-on for what it actually is and arming them to reimagine what it can be.

B. WHAT IS CRT? A BRIEF HISTORY AND THE MOMENT WE’RE IN

1. What CRT is: Definitions and Recurring Themes

What is critical race theory? Professor Dorothy A. Brown synthesizes the essence of the movement in one simple and effective question: “[W]hat does race have to do with it?”\textsuperscript{12} It turns out, perhaps unsurprisingly, race has a great deal to do with it. “Race isn’t just the elephant in the room . . . it is the room.”\textsuperscript{13} Critical race theory is all about critically examining the function of race in the law, and, although it has recurring themes, it has no perfectly established central tenets to point to.

Even without perfectly defined central tenets, foundational scholar Richard Delgado does attempt to synthesize CRT’s main themes with some specificity: it is a movement centered on “studying and transforming the relationship among race, racism, and power.”\textsuperscript{14} It pushes back against traditional conceptions of law and civil rights, instead asking foundational questions about the law, its reasoning, and its history.\textsuperscript{15} The movement first materialized in 1989 when foundational scholars such as Derrick Bell, Alan Freeman, and Richard Delgado convened with other academics for public and private workshops.\textsuperscript{16} Its ideological underpinnings come from the critical legal studies movement and radical feminism, two movements that insufficiently addressed race in their time despite their otherwise valiant undertakings.\textsuperscript{17} Delgado outlines five basic tenets of critical race theory with the caveat that they are not universally accepted or defined identically, given the movement’s diverse offshoots: the ordinariness of racism; interest convergence (or material determinism); the “social construction” thesis; intersectionality and anti-essentialism; and the voice of color.\textsuperscript{18}

\textsuperscript{12} DOROTHY A. BROWN, CRITICAL RACE THEORY: CASES, MATERIALS, AND PROBLEMS 1 (3d ed. 2014).
\textsuperscript{13} Bennett Capers, The Racial Architecture of Criminal Justice, 74 SMU L. REV. 405, 413 (2021) (quoting from a conversation with Professor Andrew Crespo).
\textsuperscript{14} RICHARD DELGADO & JEAN STEFANIC, CRITICAL RACE THEORY: AN INTRODUCTION 3 (3d ed. 2017).
\textsuperscript{15} Id.
\textsuperscript{16} Id. at 4.
\textsuperscript{17} See id. at 5.
\textsuperscript{18} Id. at 8–11.
The ordinariness of racism holds that race drives ordinary interaction, that it is “the usual way society does business.” Interest convergence, a term coined by Professor Derrick Bell, holds that racial progress happens when the interests of the oppressed converge with the interests of the oppressors. The social construction thesis defines race as a social construct—not a biological reality—that shifts over time according to power dynamics, although scholars disagree about its specific mechanics. Intersectionality, coined by Professor Kimberlé Crenshaw, requires the joint examination of different identities and how they come together to influence lived experiences and legal outcomes, including race, sex, class, and sexual orientation. Finally, the “voice of color” entails that people of color can frequently explain race and racism with a nuance White people cannot because of their personal experiences.

In this paper, I directly address how interest convergence, intersectionality, and the voice of color may be taught in the first-year legal curriculum, but for the sake of economy, I do not address the ordinariness of racism or social construction thesis in much depth.

2. What CRT Isn’t: Backlash and Moving Mountains Made of Molehills

Where Delgado provides some structured clarity as to what CRT means, right-wing movements have recently distorted it into a catch-all partisan talking point for any contentious idea involving race or related progressive policies. This strawman movement began with Trump’s Executive Order 13950, ironically titled “Combating Race and Sex Stereotyping.” Its title indicates a broad theme in the racist anti-CRT movements across the country: they hold the country’s racial progress aloft in one hand while they hold a silencing finger to the mouths of advocates with the other. Dr. King’s famous dream that his “little children will one day live in a nation where they will not be judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their character” is a favorite quote among anti-CRT fanatics and has been quoted in anti-CRT handbooks as well as Trump’s original executive order. These handbooks, of course, do not mention Dr. King’s admonitions in the same speech to avoid taking “the tranquilizing drug of gradualism,” to “never be satisfied as long as the Negro is the victim of the unspeakable horrors of police brutality,” or to never “be satisfied as long as the

19. Id. at 8.
20. See id. at 9.
21. See id. at 9, 20–21 (describing a difference in thought between idealists and realists (or economic determinists) as to this point).
Negro’s basic mobility is from a smaller ghetto to a larger one”—themes that ring too true today.  

Legislators across the country have introduced and passed numerous anti-CRT bills in blatant disregard of Dr. King’s warnings.27 So far, ten states have silenced educators and state agencies by fully passing these bills.28 Two of these laws specifically ban CRT by name, while the rest do so in more vague terms.29 Another battle has taken place in school board meetings across the country, where parents—and even people who do not have kids at the besieged public schools—have lashed out about teachers supposedly indoctrinating their students with CRT.30 The school board movement has received formalized support from some conservative advocacy groups, including Citizens for Renewing America and Turning Point USA.31 This paper does not address the free speech implications of the movement against this strawman version of “critical race theory,” but we stand in a unique historical position to slingshot the political will against CRT into meaningful change.

Dr. King announced that “1963 is not an end, but a beginning”32 These legislators would see 1963 as the end of racial progress in the United States; their efforts to silence thousands of voices under the name of CRT is a vicious backlash. The African American Policy Forum (AAPF), headed by Kimberlé Crenshaw, launched the #TruthBeTold campaign to highlight the


31. See CITIZENS FOR RENEWING AMERICA, supra note 25; The Battle To Save America’s Classrooms, TURNING POINT USA, https://www.schoolboardwatchlist.org/ [https://perma.cc/SRG9-Q845].

importance of CRT and track the nationwide outrage against it.\textsuperscript{33} The AAPF launched a Critical Race Theory Summer School in 2020—a five-day conference focused on critical race theory from all angles—that repeated in the summers of 2021 and 2022.\textsuperscript{34} Howard Law School’s Thurgood Marshall Civil Rights Center established a CRT hotline in partnership with the AAPF, which educators, parents, and Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) professionals can confidentially contact for both legal and practical assistance in dealing with the anti-CRT movement.\textsuperscript{35} And, of course, legal challenges have already arisen against the anti-CRT bills.\textsuperscript{36} Every drop of destructive vitriol against CRT provides an opportunity to form a constructive response, building infrastructure for actually expanding the conversation around race in meaningful ways.

While the battles continue nationwide about teaching CRT where it isn’t taught, we should focus on where people actually learn CRT: law schools. CRT is frequently not offered until a law student’s second or third year, and when it is, it often takes the form of a small seminar course. If students are lucky enough to have the course offered at their school and get into it, they are still learning the material too late; CRT is, by definition, foundational. To make the most of its teachings, law students need to learn CRT alongside their other foundational courses.\textsuperscript{37} I therefore turn my attention to how professors and law students can think about critical race theory in the doctrinal first-year curriculum.

II. THE DOCTRINAL FIRST-YEAR COURSES

This section will address the necessity for critical race theory in two doctrinal first-year courses: constitutional law and civil procedure. Examining these courses will provide a groundwork for teaching the CRT concepts of interest—convergence, counter-storytelling, and intersectionality—through cases already commonly taught in the courses. There is a strong argument to be made for teaching other cases and materials altogether, but I focus here on already-taught cases to show how CRT undergirds all of legal education. Economy necessitates that the examples provided for each course here remain limited; the appendices provide quick reference for the wealth of resources available for each course. Other scholars have done incredible work in describing how CRT can be applied in these cases, so I hope that my analyses here are only the first step of many for those interested in teaching or learning CRT in the first-year curriculum.

\begin{flushright}
33. Welcome to the #TruthBeTold Campaign, AFR. AM. POL’Y F., https://www.aapf.org/truthbetold [https://perma.cc/6HZ3-3M73].
37. Perhaps if legislators—many of whom are lawyers—learned CRT in their first-year courses, they would address it for what it really is.
\end{flushright}
A. INTEREST CONVERGENCE IN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

Constitutional law is perhaps the most obvious place to begin implementing CRT given its foundational nature. The Constitution itself had—and has—multiple provisions empowering slavery, though it knew better than to say so outright. Article IV, Section 2, Clause Three of the Constitution enabled slavers to legally subjugate Black people who crossed state lines in pursuit of their natural right to freedom other sections of the Constitution purported to protect.\(^{38}\) Article I, Section Nine, Clause One sheepishly outlined the timeline of legalized slave trade into the United States.\(^{39}\) Both of these provisions are now stricken-through stains on the Constitution, but it still enshrines slavery in more coy terms to this day. The Thirteenth Amendment carves out legal slavery through incarceration,\(^{40}\) and Black people—particularly Black men—disproportionately end up the legal slaves.\(^{41}\) Our legal educations begin with the Constitution, and the Constitution began with slavery and racism. Examining the first-year constitutional law course provides an important foundation for understanding how and why critical race theory must be implemented into the curriculum.

1. The “Anticanon” and Teaching Racism Like It’s Over

Unlike critical race theory, even public secondary schools will frequently teach cases from the “anticanon”: those cases “whose central propositions all legitimate decisions must refute.”\(^{42}\) These cases form what feels like the core of constitutional law courses, or at the very least the cases every student remembers even as the fog of law school drifts from their mind. They feel so unjust or ridiculous as to be obviously incorrect, facially evil to modern sensibilities. Professor Jamal Greene cites \textit{Dred Scott v. Sandford},\(^{43}\) \textit{Plessy v. Ferguson},\(^{44}\) \textit{Lochner v. New York},\(^{45}\) and \textit{Korematsu v. United States}\(^{46}\) as the “prime examples” of these anticanonical cases.\(^{47}\) Examining how we teach the cases that we do consistently teach provides an enormous opportunity to implement CRT perspectives into both those cases and untaught cases of similar pedigree.

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textit{See} U.S. Const. art. IV, § 2, cl. 3 (the Fugitive Slave Clause), \textit{repealed} by U.S. Const. amend. XIII.
\item \textit{See} U.S. Const. art. I, § 9, cl. 1 (the Slave Trade Clause) (repealed 1808).
\item U.S. Const. amend. XIII, § 1 (allowing “slavery [and] involuntary servitude… as a punishment for crime”).
\item 60 U.S. 393 (1857).
\item 163 U.S. 537 (1896).
\item 198 U.S. 45 (1905).
\item 323 U.S. 214 (1944).
\item Greene, \textit{supra} note 42, at 380.
\end{enumerate}
Teaching some anticanonical cases can lead to the lazy, enthralling, and overly simplistic conclusion that racism is, in the broadest sense, over. Of course, any sensible person does not believe that to be uniformly true, and no professor approaches the topic in such terms. But the way that we teach cases like *Dred Scott, Plessy, Korematsu*, and the actions that overruled them makes it easy to pigeonhole racism into a definition that is discrete and overt. Black people can be citizens—we wrote a whole amendment for that. Segregation is unconstitutional—of course, we know that such overt racial discrimination is wrong! Placing American citizens in concentration camps based solely on their ancestry is obviously bad. These are all overly simplistic accounts of the anticanon’s takeaways, but they do not stray far from the premises anti-CRT commentators continuously cite. The lessons we should have learned from them still require recital today. Everyone of sound mind and contemporary sensibilities knows that discrete, overt racism is immoral, and our legal system has gone to great lengths to address that. However, teaching critical perspectives in these cases exposes the necessary nuances that allow racism to persist more deviously in the law today.

Before diving into specific CRT examples, the question must be asked: why do we teach these cases in the first place? This is, again, a simple question with a simple answer, but it provides much-needed context for how we structure our curricula. These cases are not black letter law, and the most recent of them is nearly a century old. We teach and learn these cases because they reveal profound truths about the history of our country, its citizens, and the law that governs both. These truths are absolutely necessary to understand the law as it stands today. Yet we cannot allow the simple justification for learning these cases result in a simple understanding of what they represent. Examining them through critical perspectives gives students the opportunity to understand how these cases live on even past their respective death knells.

*Dred Scott* and *Plessy* dealt with race in the most explicit terms imaginable. *Korematsu* dealt with race through the quite thin veil of nationality and national security. *Lochner* held much more subtle elements of race in the anti-immigrant sentiments that may have influenced its original decision. On these terms, *Dred Scott* and *Plessy* obviously can—and do—foster explicit


49. See *Korematsu* v. United States, 323 U.S. 214 (1944) (the most recent case in the anticanon).


51. Justice Black—a former member of the Ku Klux Klan—claimed that Fred Korematsu “was not excluded from the Military Area because of hostility to him or his race,” but because of the war with Japan and accompanying military urgency. *Korematsu*, 323 U.S. at 223.

discussions around race and the law when taught. Korematsu does so similarly, but its discussion may become distanced from race when the spotlight begins to drift towards ideas of military expediency and the limits of executive power. Discussions surrounding Lochner may never mention race at all, depending on the classroom. Yet even if race is not accepted as a predicate to the original Lochner outcome, it opens the door to a critical discussion about the development of Whiteness, for just one example.

The conception of who was “White” was radically different in 1905. For the longest time, even Irish people were not considered White as we understand the term today.53 Benjamin Franklin, among many others, considered Germans like Joseph Lochner part of a different “swarthy” race, along with “Spaniards, Italians, French, Russians[,] and Swedes.”54 Jews of European ancestry are typically perceived as White today, although that has not always been (and is still not always) the case.55 The vast majority of backgrounds that fall into the blanket categorization of Whiteness today did not always hold that status historically,56 and that is only one of many considerations that critical race perspectives may bring to understanding the development of American law.57 Though this Comment does not give the social construction thesis full treatment here, it and surrounding CRT perspectives on the construction of Whiteness fit cleanly into many discussions that already take place in first-year courses.

Where Dred Scott and Plessy were powerfully overruled via Constitutional amendment and Supreme Court opinion, Lochner was slowly chipped away at over decades, and Korematsu has only yet been soft-overruled in Trump v. Hawaii.58 Why do we see such different lineages in these cases when they all fall into the universally reviled category of anticanon? What cases fall into the anticanon, and when do we in fact recognize them as such? In the minds of some, Roe v. Wade may even fall into this category.59 Professor Greene notes four other


58. See Trump v. Hawaii, 138 S. Ct. 2392, 2423 (2018) (dicta from Roberts’ majority opinion seemingly overruling Korematsu but missing the “magic words” that would explicitly overrule it); id. at 2447 (Sotomayor, J., dissenting) (noting that, despite Justice Roberts seemingly overruling the case, his reasoning parallels it perfectly). Constitutional law courses should ask why Justice Roberts claimed Korematsu has been overruled in the court of history instead of overruling it in the court of law and, further, whether the court of history ever overruled Korematsu in the first place.

59. See Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Org., 142 S. Ct. 2228, 2237 (2022) (calling Roe “egregiously wrong and on a collision course with the Constitution from the day it was decided,” as Plessy was). Professor Greene notes comparisons made between Roe and Dred Scott as early as 1983. Greene, supra note 42, at 441.
cases that fit the anticanon’s requirements of “poor legal reasoning and moral bankruptcy of a surpassingly high order”\textsuperscript{60}. \textit{Prigg v. Pennsylvania},\textsuperscript{61} \textit{Giles v. Harris},\textsuperscript{62} \textit{Gong Lum v. Rice},\textsuperscript{63} and \textit{Bowers v. Hardwick}.	extsuperscript{64} He is right to describe these cases as horrific to the same degree as the standard anticanon, yet they are not part of our same legal vocabulary.\textsuperscript{65} What distinguishes these cases from those in the accepted anticanon is a combination of their historical context and the perceived usefulness of addressing their opinions in later cases.\textsuperscript{66} Professor Greene’s analysis of the anticanon’s academic causation resembles how Professor Derrick Bell’s interest convergence theory explains the original causation of the decisions themselves.\textsuperscript{67} It thus makes sense to turn first to interest convergence theory, one of CRT’s historically foundational works, to begin a limited inquiry into how we do (and don’t) understand race in these cases.

2. Interest Convergence in Brown v. Board

Interest convergence, a theory created by Professor Derrick Bell, is considered one of the foundational texts of critical race theory.\textsuperscript{68} It is frequently discussed as one of the first texts in many courses on critical race theory, and it fits perfectly—and naturally—into any course covering constitutional law.\textsuperscript{69} \textit{Brown v. Board} is a case so canonical that most laypeople understand its basic holding. It expressly overruled \textit{Plessy}, one of the cases so reviled that it falls into the anticanon.\textsuperscript{70} Yet, critical race theory perspectives rarely make it into the standard classroom discussion surrounding \textit{Brown v. Board}. Typical analysis of \textit{Brown v. Board} focuses intently on calling back to \textit{Plessy}’s two dissenting theories of the colorblind constitution and unacceptable racial caste system.\textsuperscript{71} Professor Bell’s theory of interest convergence should also feature prominently.

---

\textsuperscript{60} Greene, supra note 42, at 428.


\textsuperscript{62} 189 U.S. 475 (1903).

\textsuperscript{63} 275 U.S. 78 (1927).

\textsuperscript{64} 478 U.S. 186 (1986).

\textsuperscript{65} Greene, supra note 42, at 434.

\textsuperscript{66} See id. at 460. Perhaps related to this argument, the cases accepted into the anticanon are often doctrine-creators. \textit{Dred Scott} arguably created substantive due process and \textit{Korematsu} was the first case addressing strict scrutiny. See \textit{Dred Scott v. Sanford}, 60 U.S. 393 (1857); \textit{Korematsu v. United States}, 323 U.S. 214 (1944). An analysis of this issue is interesting for another paper, but for now it is worth noting that the Court can be quite creative in its racism.

\textsuperscript{67} See Greene, supra note 42, at 427 (noting that the anticanon cases were not just poorly reasoned, “but that they were poorly reasoned in the service of ends that society has come to recognize as immoral.”).

\textsuperscript{68} See generally, Derrick A. Bell, Brown v. Board of Education and the Interest-Convergence Dilemma, 93 Harv. L. Rev. 518 (1980).

\textsuperscript{69} See, e.g., Justin Hansford, Critical Race Theory Syllabus (Fall 2019) (on file with author).


\textsuperscript{71} See, e.g., NOAH R. FELDMAN & KATHLEEN M. SULLIVAN, CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 664 n.3 (20th ed. 2019). Interestingly, this constitutional law casebook mentions the Wechsler argument that Bell targets in his paper without making any note of Bell. See id. at 666 n.7.
in the conversation surrounding *Brown v. Board* since it, too, has become incredibly influential and presents a lens through which you can examine an enormous number of cases.

What is interest convergence? To put it simply, racial progress happens when the interests of the oppressed converge with the interests of the oppressor. Under an interest convergence perspective, *Brown v. Board* did not play out as it did because it was a formalistically correct opinion based on the neutral legal principle of racial inequality’s injustice. Rather, we saw *Brown v. Board* develop because “[r]acial justice—or its appearance—may, from time to time, be counted among the interests deemed important by the courts and by society’s policymakers.” Segregation and its evils were not news to the Court in 1954. Why, then, did it change its tune in this case?

Bell argues three points of interest convergence in *Brown v. Board*: (1) that America needed to boost its ideological image in the early Cold War; (2) that “disillusionment and anger” were mounting among Black people in America who had recently fought for worldwide liberty in World War II, yet came home only to experience oppression themselves; and (3) that White southerners realized that segregation impeded much-needed industrialization in southern states.

Converging interests form the starting point for racial progress, but the stopping point for racial progress is the first instance of White inconvenience. As Bell put it, “Whites may agree in the abstract that blacks are citizens and are entitled to constitutional protection against racial discrimination, but few are willing to recognize that racial segregation is much more than a series of quaint customs that can be remedied effectively without altering the status of whites.” Essentially, American White people in positions of power realized that the naked contradictions in American ideology needed to be formally addressed or the entire system would begin to crumble to internal and external pressures. Still though, that progress needed to limit the inconveniences it would raise as much as possible, hence the Court’s tepid timeline for integration. Only on these terms did power take the reins to overrule *Plessy* and its progeny.

The interest convergence analysis of *Brown v. Board* contains a great deal more insight than my quick summary reveals, but the basic point is that it can be quite easily synthesized and taught to students in a traditional first-year constitutional law course. It is a massively influential perspective on a case that is universally taught. Perhaps the argument could have been made back in 1980

---
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76. Power is another important aspect of interest convergence, since the decision still evoked a great deal of outrage from lower-class White people, who also tend to share more of the oppression experienced by people of color than their more elite White counterparts. See DELGADO & STEFANIC, supra note 14, at 9, for an analysis of how racism materially benefits elite White people and psychically benefits working-class White people.

77. See *Brown v. Board of Education (Brown II)*, 349 U.S. 294, 301 (1955) (mandating only that schools must integrate “with all deliberate speed”).
that Bell’s approach was peripheral, but the historical development of CRT has since cemented its legacy. It is a lens that can be brought to almost any case. Any professor of constitutional law can ask their class this simple question: why did the Court change its mind in 1954? Interest convergence provides a compelling and consistent answer.

Another takeaway from critical race theory and the anticanon is that hindsight is not so 20-20. The predominant perspective of Professor Wechsler that Bell challenges reveals how most scholars thought of Brown v. Board in terms of associational rights at the time of its decision, while the “obvious neutral principle” of racial equality is a fairly recent perspective. We must be as deliberate in our historical analysis as our legal analysis, and the CRT tradition values this practice greatly.

B. STORYTELLING AND INTERSECTIONALITY IN CIVIL PROCEDURE

The entire curriculum benefits from a critical race reading, but the civil procedure course is especially replete with cases that necessitate counter-storytelling due to courts’ insistence on formalizing legal principles that obfuscate a case’s underlying facts. Broadly speaking, civil cases may not seem to have fact patterns or consequences as immediately enthralling as their criminal counterparts. Even more severe restrictions of civil rights may pale in comparison to the threat of imprisonment, the consequences of the carceral state, and potentially even death. This makes it easy for courts to edge out the importance of their stakes by leaning on formalizations like liberty interests, for example. Yet civil cases still implicate people’s finances, employment, families, civil rights, and so much more—any analysis of civil procedure must respect the gravity of these issues, and to respect that gravity, students must consider the full picture of race in the involved cases. The civil procedure course, and the case Lassiter v. Department of Social Services specifically, provides a powerful opportunity to learn the CRT tenets of counter-storytelling and intersectionality. Learning these concepts and this case fully is necessary to understand its underlying legal theories.

1. Counter-Storytelling and Centering Experience

Counter-storytelling is one of the recurring themes of CRT; it asks that we challenge ourselves to undertake a constructive historical revisionism, to retell stories outside of the dominant cultural narratives that dictate the shape of their

78. Professor Bell’s seminal article has been cited over 1,000 times according to Westlaw at the time of writing.


first recital. 82 Professors Daniel Solorzano and Tara Yosso note storytelling as a method for emphasizing “the centrality of experiential knowledge.” 83 Storytelling is not merely illustrative; in many cases, telling a story creates an experience in and of itself. Reading a story forces an empathetic experience. You necessarily measure your own experiences in evaluating the story through whatever lens you employ; even the most dismissive reading of someone’s story is an act of empathy, however fleeting. To dismiss a story you need to say, in some capacity, “this is nonsense—I live in the world, or have studied the world, and it doesn’t work this way at all.” More accepting readings obviously engage empathy more directly. In this sense, the act of storytelling doesn’t just illustrate points, although it also accomplishes that goal: storytelling actually does theoretical work itself, proving its own point about (often racialized) experiences and their significance in the legal world.

Knowledge about the stories of the people underlying the cases we study doesn’t just provide necessary context about the cases’ facts and postures; centralizing the knowledge gained through racial experience sheds light on the power dynamics expressed between the dominant and subordinate ideologues—and racial dynamics—of the time. 84 While I noted earlier that hindsight may sometimes be distorting as to the realities of race, 85 it still gives us the benefit of evaluating ideological themes over time if we are diligent in our analysis. 86 One of the benefits of our slow-moving legal system is that it allows us to see the larger pictures of power that play out throughout a case’s lifetime. The case Lassiter v. Department of Social Services illustrates how we can analyze ideological and racial dynamics when the Court fails to, and we must first turn to telling its full story since the Court does not. 87

2. Telling the Story of Abby Gail Lassiter

Law students need to learn the full story of Abby Gail Lassiter. In many condensed casebook iterations of the case, little is mentioned about the full facts of this case outside of her poverty and illiteracy. The full decision doesn’t fare much better. 88 The case legally concerns whether parental rights are liberty

82. For a brief introduction to the concept, see Mateo Castelli & Luna Castelli, Introduction to Critical Race Theory and Counter-Storytelling, NOISE PROJECT, https://noiseproject.org/introduction-to-critical-race-theory-and-counter-storytelling/ [https://perma.cc/EJ8R-LJ7G].
84. See Barbara Jeanne Fields, Slavery, Race, and Ideology in the United States of America, 181 NEW LEFT REV. 95, 109–10 (1990) (defining “ideology” as “the descriptive vocabulary of day-to-day existence, through which people make rough sense of the social reality that they live and create from day to day,” including racial dynamics among many other factors); Angela P. Harris, Race and Essentialism in Feminist Legal Theory, 42 STAN. L. REV. 581, 589, 613 (1990) (describing how gender essentialism can marginalize the experiences of Black women, even though it otherwise comes from a righteous feminist perspective).
85. See supra note 78 and accompanying text.
86. See Solorzano & Yosso, supra note 83, at 475.
88. See generally id. (the Court repeatedly indicates Lassiter’s poverty in the brief summation of the facts).
interests sufficient to require a state-appointed attorney for an indigent parent. What that legal language and the opinion surrounding it obfuscate is the story of a young, poor, illiterate Black woman imprisoned for a crime she likely didn’t commit, left out to dry by the Department of Social Services meant to look out for her family’s interests. Professor Brooke D. Coleman puts the case’s many silent failings into much-needed words:

It is written without any acknowledgment of race or institutionalized racism, nor does it confront the failings of our criminal justice system. The Court also turns a blind eye to the realities of poverty . . . it is a case that finds itself at the intersection of so many "isms."

The intersectional issues of this case are its most significant, yet the Court gives them no notice. What does the Court’s official opinion say about the facts of the case? It begins chronologically: in 1975, the district court deemed Ms. Lassiter’s son, William, neglected and put him in the custody of the Durham County Department of Social Services. It then notes that she was convicted of murder a year later and imprisoned for a sentence of “25 to 40 years.” The Department of Social Services petitioned to terminate her parental rights in 1978—two years after her imprisonment. Its allegations included (1) that “she has not had any contact with the child since December of 1975”; and (2) that she has willfully left the child in foster care for more than two consecutive years without showing that substantial progress has been made in correcting the conditions which led to the removal of the child, or without showing a positive response to the diligent efforts of the Department of Social Services to strengthen her relationship to the child, or to make and follow through with constructive planning for the future of the child.

As highlighting the full story will reveal, the Court’s depictions of these facts is misleading, to put it generously. One critical fact the Court mentioned is that Lassiter had retained counsel for her criminal trial and, supposedly, “never mentioned” the unrelated termination hearing to him. This was enough for the court to determine that—while she was imprisoned for two years—she had “ample opportunity” to secure counsel and failed to do so “without just cause.” Thus, she ended up with no attorney, and her hearing followed. The problems with her hearing are numerous, explained in great detail in Professor

89. Id. at 31.
92. Lassiter, 452 U.S. at 20.
93. Id. at 20.
94. Id. at 21.
95. Id. at 21.
96. Id. at 22.
Thornburg’s article, and synthesized more succinctly in Professor Coleman’s. The essentials that the Court did not address are as follows.

First, the Court says Abby Gail Lassiter sought no help for the termination hearing when she quite simply did. This was no secret to the Court. The trial record quite explicitly describes Abby Gail’s distress when she requested—and did not receive—help from the prison matron for help in her termination case. She “reported [it] to the Department of Corrections Center . . . [and] [d]idn’t nobody get in touch with no one.” She “contacted someone and told them [she] had to go to Court about this paper and didn’t nobody contact no one.” Even though the Court saw these facts in the record, it evidently did not deem them salient enough to even mention when it decided she failed to seek counsel.

Second, Abby Gail Lassiter was convicted of murder in spite of the prosecution failing to reveal evidence of a confession at the murder scene. Abby Gail’s mother, Lucille Lassiter, told a police officer at the scene, “I did it, I hope [the victim] dies.” This was no secret to the Court. Justice Stewart’s majority makes very passive note of her tenuous murder conviction, but only in a footnote followed with no analysis of any kind. Though the Court took no substantive notice of this as an explanation for Abby Gail’s imprisonment and inability to see her son, it did consider Lucille Lassiter’s confession against Abby Gail’s claim that her son should stay with family even while Abby Gail remained imprisoned. The Court tossing this confession aside in one breath and taking it seriously in the next speaks to its attitudes towards the parties in this case.

The third major problem with the case’s story is Bonnie Cramer, the newly hired social worker who testified against Abby Gail Lassiter. Cramer only met Lassiter once in jail prior to the termination hearing and had no prior experience with the case. She testified at the termination hearing about the contents of the department’s file, which was not itself introduced into evidence. Further, Cramer “had absolutely no personal knowledge of what was contained in those records.” The majority mentioned nothing about Cramer’s lack of experience in its opinion, nor the unadmitted file—it only mentioned what she so ignorantly testified. Yet again, this was no secret to the Court. The facts about Bonnie Cramer’s scarce involvement in the case and the file not being introduced into evidence were recorded in the termination hearing’s transcript and argued in the

97. See Thornburg, supra note 90, at 522–33.
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Respondent’s Brief. Any civil procedure course discussing this case needs to ask its students why the Court remained silent as—and when—it did. It should also ask students the degree to which Abby Gail Lassiter’s identity as a Black woman may have influenced the Court’s silence. This missing story makes the case’s legal failings obvious. But the story also reveals something larger about identity and experience, which can be understood through the concept of intersectionality.

3. Intersectionality and Empathy

Kimberlé Crenshaw coined the concept of intersectionality in her seminal paper Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black Feminist Critique of Antidiscrimination Doctrine, Feminist Theory and Antiracist Politics. The paper addresses the “tendency to treat race and gender as mutually exclusive categories of experience and analysis,” when they are, in fact, deeply intertwined. The intersectionality concept also incorporates other identities—such as sexuality, class, disability, and more—but its key point is that the discrimination experienced by people at the intersection of these identities is multiplicative, not additive. A Black woman may experience not just race discrimination or sex discrimination, nor just “the sum of race and sex discrimination,” but discrimination specifically as a Black woman at the intersection of those identities.

Crenshaw begins with the Black woman as a “starting point” in order to make her concept clear. The discrimination a Black woman experiences is “greater than the sum of racism and sexism”; her experiences are shaped by the “particular manner in which Black women are subordinated.” Abby Gail Lassiter’s story played out how it did not just because she was Black, nor just because she was a woman. Her story exists because of the intersection of those identities—because she was a Black woman. Professor Coleman makes the compelling case for the Court’s sexism in Lassiter, but only mentions Abby Gail Lassiter’s Blackness in passing at the article’s beginning and end. To fully understand why the Court ruled as it did against Abby Gail Lassiter, her experience specifically as a Black woman must be considered. This case demonstrates the salience of intersectionality in fully understanding the law.

110. See Thornburg, supra note 90, at 523–24; See Brief for Petitioner at 38–39, 43, Lassiter, 452 U.S. 18 (No. 79-6423).
111. See generally Crenshaw, supra note 22. Crenshaw called upon both the feminist movement and Black liberationist politics of her time to incorporate race and sex into their approaches, respectively, or else neither could achieve their goals at all. Id. at 166.
112. Id. at 139.
113. See id. at 140, 145 (describing classes who are “multiply-burdened” and “multiply-disadvantaged,” such as Black women).
114. Id. at 149.
115. Id. at 140.
116. Id.
117. Coleman, supra note 91, at 592, 599.
118. Crenshaw focuses on three Title VII cases whose facts and holdings much more directly show the concept of intersectionality than Lassiter, but they do not slot cleanly into any 1L course,
Black women are held to different societal standards than White women, who tend to shape the idea of an “essential” woman even in progressive feminist circles.  These different standards shape their relationship with the law as well. The law has its own ideal of motherhood, which is primarily influenced by gender-essentialist standards defined by the traits of affluent, White women. It “rewards the self-sacrificing, nurturing, married, white, solvent, stay-at-home, monogamous, heterosexual, female mother.” The Court saw very little of this essentialist standard in Abby Gail Lassiter. She purportedly did “not express[] any concern for [her son’s] care and welfare,” was not married to her son’s father, was Black, insolvent, and relied on welfare. Professor Coleman succinctly criticizes how Abby Gail Lassiter did not meet the Court’s standards of motherhood: it “held Lassiter to an impossible standard of motherhood . . . [and] showed its limited and unrealistic view of how mothers should behave.” She had to fight “an uphill battle to regain her halo” because the Court saw her as “a woman of loose morals, a bad mother, [and] a murderer.” Because of this, the Court treated her differently under the law; yet it did so without ever squarely considering these issues. The most powerful indication of how the law can negatively view Black women comes from the mouth of the Judge Gantt, who presided over the initial termination hearing. When Abby Gail’s mother made an impassioned pledge to “raise [her] right hand to God and die,” testifying that Abby Gail did not leave her children in the cold without heat, the judge had one response: “it scares me to be in the same room with you.”

except for perhaps legislation and regulation. That course itself, though, is not uniformly taught at this point in time. See Crenshaw, supra note 22, at 141 (first citing DeGraffenreid v. General Motors Assembly Div., 413 F. Supp 142 (E.D. Mo. 1976), aff’d in part, rev’d in part, 558 F.2d 480 (8th Cir. 1977); then citing Moore v. Hughes Helicopters, Inc., 708 F.2d 475 (9th Cir. 1983); and then citing Payne v. Travenol Lab’ys, Inc., 673 F.2d 798 (5th Cir. 1982)).

119. For example, “[S]exist expectations of chastity and racist assumptions of sexual promiscuity combined to create a distinct set of issues confronting Black women.” Crenshaw, supra note 22, at 159. See generally Harris, supra note 84.
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Abby Gail and her mother feared losing their family; the judge presiding over their barebones proceeding feared them. Would Judge Gantt have responded similarly to a White woman? A woman who did not rely on welfare to take care of her children? A married woman? These questions can lead to necessary classroom discussions that show quite intimately how race and sex can factor into the law, regardless of the answers they elicit.

On the other hand, the most powerful indication of how the law can positively treat Black women comes, maybe unsurprisingly, from the trial transcripts the Court chose to ignore. When discussing how little she knew Bonnie Cramer, Abby Gail Lassiter briefly mentioned her experiences with the previous social worker on her case. “[S]he was a black lady, she said she was going to bring my baby home . . . . That’s the onliest anybody that seemed like cared or had any—or cooperated along with us.”131 Just as we need to understand the multiplicative discrimination that Black women encounter, we need to understand how difficult it can be to understand their experience when it is not our own. The fact that Abby Gail felt the only other person who cared for her in this entire ordeal was the only other Black woman involved tells us volumes about how the law can care for Black women, too; we just need to begin seriously attempting to understand their experiences—and the fullness of their stories—first. The law can not only stop failing Black women but can be “life affirming” as well.132

This case provides an opportunity to discuss gender essentialism and its problematic relationship with race in the classroom, which also fits nicely into constitutional law discussions regarding the progression of intermediate scrutiny (although I do not discuss that in any significant detail here). But more broadly, it shows how critical it is to understand the full story of a case to understand how the law works. Lassiter illustrates the black-letter law of the Mathews test for assessing due process claims,133 what it also illustrates, but current casebooks do not teach, is how critically race, gender, and poverty figure into that analysis. The private interest plate on the three-prong Mathews scale is deeply influenced by the Court’s ideology and thus by race and gender.134 Learning CRT reveals the thumbs on the scales and teaches future lawyers how to bring them back to balance.

This analysis comes through in Lassiter and can be applied to any due process case applying the Mathews test. The intersectionality and gender-essentialist analysis applies to most any case, especially those that implicate gender and race. The storytelling approach can be applied universally. Not only does teaching Abby Gail Lassiter’s full story teach students the black letter law it is meant to teach more effectively, but it also teaches students the incredibly essential, near-universal analyses surrounding race and gender. Any and every civil procedure professor and student benefits from implementing the work of Professors Thornburg and Coleman surrounding Lassiter into the doctrinal
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curriculum, as well as other CRT perspectives. Teaching the CRT tenets of storytelling and intersectionality must occur if these students are to learn the law as it actually is.

III. SOLUTIONS

Thankfully, many solutions exist for this problem, some of which can be implemented immediately, while others will take more extended periods of time and effort to accomplish. The chief problem lies in the discretionary nature of many solutions; while systemic racism is persistent and often difficult to uproot, measures to educate students about it can appear and disappear in fast-blowing political winds. I describe various forms of discretionary and mandatory curriculum implementations in law school, the latter of which are far preferable, though more difficult to achieve.

A. DISCRETIONARY CURRICULUM IMPLEMENTATION

The most obvious and intuitive solution is for professors to implement critical readings into their curriculum on their own initiative, but this obvious solution naturally presents obvious problems. Those professors who teach first-year courses can reference the wealth of existing material, which I have attempted to compile here, and supplement their curriculum with it. Likewise, those professors who author casebooks should implement more CRT materials into their works, which would incentivize more professors to teach the material and put it in front of the eyes of many students.

Professor K-Sue Park has done an incredible job surveying the history of property law casebooks and how they do—and don’t—implement topics such as conquest in property, which benefits greatly from a CRT teaching.135 Professor Chantal Thomas does similarly for the contracts case St. Landry Loan Co. v. Avie.136 Professors should not only teach CRT passingly; they should follow the important work of these scholars and deliberately memorialize it into the curriculum. One recent work has eased this considerably, rewriting many famous Supreme Court decisions from explicit CRT perspectives.137

Where professors choose to fail their students and not implement this work, students can, as they often do today, turn to each other and build grassroots efforts. As outlined earlier, a great deal of work occurs through this method already. Many national organizations create resources to guide students in local chapters through the materials that professors won’t teach them.138 Again,

though, without the guidance of professors, students must blindly lead the blind. This is presently a necessary but unacceptable reality. Professors must step up to teach this material even in the absence of formal requirements. And while they do so, they should advocate for their students by pushing for formal requirements as well.

B. CONCRETE CURRICULUM REQUIREMENTS

Just as professors can choose to implement critical theories into their curriculums, law school administrations can also mandate their implementation. The stickiness of this solution is offset by obvious problems, chief of which is academic freedom—one of the primary draws of professorship. Administrations mandating the implementation of critical theories into their first-year curriculums may foster resentment among professors who do not believe in the theories’ significance. Professors must undertake a serious balancing of important interests to effectively teach massive courses in short stretches of time. Again, though, CRT is not “peripheral.”

If there truly is no institutional support for implementing these changes, support the student organizers who have to form the curricula themselves. If possible, leverage institutional power to create solidarity and give students a voice in the meetings they can’t attend. That said, mounting political pressure in academia is critical to making the changes academia desperately needs. In addition to implementing CRT into courses at their own discretion, professors need to step up and project student voices to the administration when they can; this will give students the education they deserve and help those professors who have less leeway to make such challenges.

Administrations can less controversially create first-year courses that address race and teach CRT rather than mandate professors incorporate it into their existing courses. I argue that incorporating CRT into the existing curriculum is more impactful and long-lasting, but something is certainly better than nothing. So long as political momentum can be sustained in favor of CRT, optional courses available to 1Ls are an acceptable stopgap to mandatory courses and, eventually, full implementation into the core curriculum. Some of these course offerings do not directly address CRT and instead focus more broadly on race-related issues. These courses should teach CRT because, compared to other considerations, it factors directly into legal analysis—however relevant those
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other considerations remain. They also serve to satisfy new ABA accreditation requirements discussed infra.

Some schools have already established these courses for 1Ls, although they take different forms and do not all directly call for CRT. For example, SMU briefly offered a course entitled “Systemic Racism and the Law in Dallas,” in which various professors, practitioners, and local leaders came to discuss how systemic racism functions in the law and the Dallas community.\(^141\) 1Ls could optionally take this course on a pass/fail basis, but it did not reappear as an offering after the Fall of 2020. USC Law made waves when it announced a mandatory course “Race, Racism, and the Law in 2021,”\(^142\) but it only offers an optional modular version to first-year students.\(^143\) It also does not seem to focus on CRT directly.\(^144\) Colorado Law took on an “Anti-Racism and Representation Initiative,”\(^145\) which established two anti-racist actions for 1Ls: assigning an optional summer reading of Ronald Takaki’s *A Different Mirror*\(^146\) and the creation of a 1L “Anti-Racism and Intersectionality Caucus.”\(^147\) This, too, does not have any mandatory components and does not seem to have persisted since May 2021.

Other schools have taken more concrete steps. Berkeley Law recently established a race and law course requirement for its students to graduate.\(^148\) To fulfill this requirement, students may currently choose between four course

---
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offerings: “Critical Theories of Law: Race, Gender, and Sexuality”; “Law, Public Health, and Police Use of Force; The Court of Public Opinion: Advocacy Outside of the Courtroom”; or “Policing Families . . .”149 Only the first of these four courses explicitly addresses CRT in its course description, though the others indirectly address issues in CRT.150 It is specifically taught for 1Ls and explores “critical theories and law school pedagogy, with a focus on the 1L experience.”151 The Boston College of Law now requires its students to take “Critical Perspectives: Law, Context, and Professional Identity,” which takes critical perspectives on “the role of race, gender, identity, wealth, and power in the law, in the law school, and in their own professional formation.”152 Albany Law School offers a choice of one-credit seminars for 1Ls, including “Introduction to Critical Race Theory.”153 The committee and faculty that designed it “deemed a change in the curriculum, the 1L curriculum specifically, necessary.”154

Professors and administrators, too, realize the necessity of teaching CRT in the first-year curriculum. These courses provide a model for how other administrations may require teaching critical legal pedagogy, including CRT, to 1Ls. Making these changes happen comes down to consolidating power and political will in institutions designed to resist change—this burden typically falls on the shoulders of students.

Most of these courses were born of student organizing; administrations must take student demands seriously and quickly. The Boston College course “grew out of conversations inspired by students seeking reform.”155 The announcement of the Albany Law seminars refers vaguely to hearing “from many of [their] incoming students” as inspiration but may also have followed from student
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pressures such as a Change.org petition filed months beforehand.\textsuperscript{156} The Berkeley course came after two years of student and alumni organizing, beginning with a 19-page memo authored by students.\textsuperscript{157} The diversity of student organizations that endorsed it speak to the acknowledged importance of intersectionality in these discussions.\textsuperscript{158} Additional support came from community legal organizations like the East Bay Community Law Center, which fosters eight of Berkeley Law’s clinics.\textsuperscript{159}

This call to action is not new. Students at Berkeley advocated for similar curriculum integration following the 2014 Ferguson uprising, standing up for “discussions of race, gender, and power” as a necessary requirement in their legal education.\textsuperscript{160} Yet these students’ “call for concrete change [went] unanswered” for 8 years.\textsuperscript{161} It should not take multiple social movements and the repeated, internationally publicized murders of Black people to provoke necessary educational requirements in law schools, the places that teach—and uphold through their teaching—the laws that enable such murders to take place with impunity. The legal reforms and abolition that must take place require competently educated advocates to enact them. These issues are not peripheral; law schools make them peripheral. Administrations need to make these changes now, not after the next surge in political will or the one after that.

C. THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION AND NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF BAR EXAMINERS

1. Recent Additions and Revisions to ABA Accreditation Standards

In 2020, 150 law school deans urged the Council of the ABA Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar to require every law school to provide “training and education around bias, cultural competence, and anti-racism.”\textsuperscript{162} These deans acknowledged that racism is “deeply embedded in our institutions, including in the legal profession,” and that we “are in a unique moment in our
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history to confront [it].” 163 One hundred eighty-five deans have since signed on to the project. 164 The ABA answered their call. New revisions to Standard 303 formally require law schools to provide education on “bias, cross-cultural competency, and racism.” 165 The new Standard 303(c) requires the following to address this necessity: “(c) A law school shall provide education to law students on bias, cross-cultural competency, and racism: (1) at the start of the program of legal education, and (2) at least once again before graduation.” 166

The ABA’s commitment recognizes that law schools simply cannot provide a competent legal education without having its students grapple with the issues of bias, cross-cultural competency, and racism. But its new standard and its suggested implementation do not go far enough. Interpretations 303-7 and 303-8 provide some examples of how schools can achieve this goal but do not provide concrete requirements. 167 Interpretation 303-7 outlines four non-exhaustive examples for satisfying Standard 303(c)’s requirement: “(1) Orientation sessions for incoming students; (2) Lectures on [bias, cross-cultural competency, and racism]; (3) Courses incorporating these topics; or (4) Other educational experiences incorporating these topics.” 168

But, Interpretation 303-8 immediately notes the Standard “does not prescribe the form or content” of its requirements. 169 Such low standards simply create a checkbox for law schools to fill if they are not already seriously dedicated to addressing these topics. Law students will have no issue providing examples of awkward, quickly conducted, or even harmful sessions at their orientations dedicated to racial justice or DEI topics, forgotten in the same short period of time they were conducted. 170 A mere checkbox requirement creates the risk of further tokenizing these issues and does not necessarily encourage students to take them seriously. The ABA needs to make these new requirements concrete: Interpretation 303-7 should provide concrete examples, such as those I outline in this Comment, and Interpretation 303-8 should prescribe a certain amount of form and content to ensure that the Standard does not become trivialized. It, of
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course, remains to be seen to what degree law schools will take these goals seriously; but decades of friction in legal education and the anecdotal knowledge of law students should make the ABA wary of such lax requirements’ effects.\footnote{171}{See supra Part III.B.}

The lax requirements here are thanks in part to unsurprising backlash from conservative legal forces.\footnote{172}{See Memorandum from the ABA Standards Committee to the Council (Aug. 16, 2021), https://taxprof.typepad.com/files/aba-council.pdf [https://perma.cc/8DZB-BN85]; see supra Part I.B.2.} The Standards Committee’s memorandum recommending changes to the Council notes that “[t]he vast majority” of commenters “expressed concerns” regarding the proposed Standard 303 changes.\footnote{173}{Memorandum from the ABA Standards Committee to the Council, supra note 172, at 2.}

Common concerns from the commenters include the following:

ABA overreach and interference with law school policies and curricula; imposition of certain ideology and corresponding First Amendment issues; academic freedom issues; discussion on these topics not incorporating differing perspectives; and differences in opinion on common theories that may be taught and the effectiveness of training in bias, cross-cultural competency, and racism.\footnote{174}{Id.}

These concerns resemble the arguments seen in earlier Sections addressing the conservative backlash to faux-CRT\footnote{175}{See supra Part I.B.2.} and more legitimate academic freedom concerns posed by potential mandatory implementation of CRT.\footnote{176}{See supra Part III.B.}

Some submitted comments parrot strawman arguments seen earlier, representing the word “[e]quity” used in revisions as a “buzzword associated with various Critical Race Theory offshoots.”\footnote{177}{See Letter from William Jacobson, Clinical Professor of Law & Director, Cornell Law Professor, to The American Bar Association (June 2021), https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/legal_education_and_admissions_to_the_bar/council_reports_and_resolutions/comments/2021/june-21-comment-william-jacobson.pdf [https://perma.cc/2RVB-GHKQ].}

That commenter further urged states to stop requiring graduation from ABA-accredited law schools entirely, as this Standard is supposedly yet “another instance of woke ideology being forced on the nation.”\footnote{178}{William A. Jacobson & Johanna E. Markind, ABA Forcing Wokeness on Law Schools, REALCLEAR POL. (Feb. 10, 2022), https://www.realclearpolitics.com/articles/2022/02/10/aba_forcing_wokeness_on_law_schools_1_47166.html [https://perma.cc/4Y28-GGNQ].}

While some other concerns mentioned hold water—although I maintain their ultimate incorrectness—this sort of partisan posturing does not.

Fears of “overreach by the ABA” are unfounded when the ABA already prescribes similar or far more specific curriculum requirements regarding other subjects.\footnote{179}{Yale Law School Response to May 25, 2021, Notice re Proposed Revisions to Standards 205, 206 and 303 of the ABA Standards and Rules of Procedure for Approval of Law Schools, Promulgated by the Council of the Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar 1, AM. BAR. ASS’N (June 23, 2021), https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/legal_education_and_admissions_t
“political litmus tests” for law students fall flat; taking a course does not require you to accept some ideological stance, but rather exposes you to ideas that you can accept or reject with the reasoned contemplation that marks legal education.  

Claims that “particularly disturbing” changes to Standard 303 “attempt to institutionalize dogma” and “require students to adopt a specific world view” strain credulity.

When the “number of Yale Law school’s most eminent legal scholars” who penned this letter teach their doctrinal courses, do they expect students to thoughtlessly adopt their viewpoints in the same way that they claim teaching courses on racism would require students to? Of course not—they expect their students to rigorously examine the views presented to them and reach a conclusion in dialogue with the texts and their peers. The pedagogical philosophy they claim will condemn 303(b)(3) and 303(c)’s requirements is totally inconsistent with the pedagogical philosophy they hopefully exercise semester after semester. This criticism disrespects law students’ intelligence and maturity. Simply teaching a course that contains content does not constrain students to accept and regurgitate that content verbatim.

These authors claim the new ABA requirements will restrict the ability of students to consider different viewpoints and choose the one they find compelling, but the requirements accomplish precisely that goal. Courses, lectures, or even brief orientations on racial bias will, in fact, “challenge students intellectually and provide them with the analytical capacities to think for themselves and reach their own conclusions.” Sheltering students from concepts criticizing the long history of racism in American law is a surefire way to deny them any such intellectual challenge, analytical opportunity, or personal growth. One conservative law student asked this simple question when addressing an anti-CRT bill in Mississippi: “Why are [legislators] so fearful of people just theorizing and just thinking?” She described her school’s CRT...
seminar as “the most impactful and enlightening course” she’s ever taken, yet, after taking it, “honestly [felt] more enthused about being Republican.” Learning these theories only strengthens students; it does not force them into an ideological corner. This student’s question should also be asked of law professors—their stated concerns would deny students the opportunity to just theorize and just think.

All of this is not to mention the Standard’s vague, easy-to-meet requirements for 303(c). This vagueness stems from these criticisms: the Standards Committee’s report notes that “Interpretation 303-8 was added to specifically state that nothing in the Standard prescribes the type and content” of achieving its requirement. Likewise, Interpretation 303-7 added more lax examples for 303(c)’s requirement in the form of “[g]uest lectures” and “[o]ther educational experiences.” These commentators do make legitimate criticisms about the Standard’s vagueness—they just reach the wrong conclusion. The Standard’s vagueness calls for more stringent requirements, not its deletion. Creating a requirement implementing CRT into the first-year curriculum—or at least making it an available option—eases this problem considerably. Students need to understand CRT to understand the law. But students do not need to accept it.

Fortunately, the ABA still has time and ability to make Standard 303 meaningful without needing to undertake substantive revisions to the Standard or its Interpretations (though it should still make those more stringent, too). The ABA is requiring schools to “have a plan in place by the fall of 2022” to fully implement Standard 303(c) by the fall of 2023. It should use that time to informally ensure that law schools’ plans are more than just lip service, both by critically evaluating the submitted plans and providing more significant guidance before the fall 2023 deadline for implementation arrives. Law schools can and should implement critical race theory into the 1L curriculum to fulfill Standard 303(c)(1). The previous sections provide concrete examples of how schools can achieve that goal, and the ABA should ensure law schools fulfill Standard 303 with similarly rigorous approaches rather than superficial compliance.
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2. Pre-Existing ABA Standards

In addition to fulfilling the explicit requirements of Standard 303(c), implementing CRT into the 1L curriculum is—and has been—necessary to effectuate the basic tenets found in other ABA Standards. Standard 301 establishes the objectives of legal education programs as follows:

“(a) A law school shall maintain a rigorous program of legal education that prepares its students upon graduation, for admission to the bar and for effective, ethical, and responsible participation as members of the legal profession.

(b) A law school shall establish and publish learning outcomes designed to achieve these objectives.”

You cannot become an “effective, ethical, and responsible” member of the legal profession without at least grappling with the concepts covered by CRT. The addition of Standard 303(c) reflects this reality, but it bears repeating that such requirements should have already been considered essential to existing standards. Likewise, the learning outcomes must include CRT to effectuate Standard 301(b). Standard 302, defining learning outcomes, carves out curriculum requirements for professional responsibility, legal writing, and an understanding of the “substantive and procedural law.”

I have made the case that you cannot understand the substantive and procedural law without considering CRT; Standard 303(c) has begun to recognize that truth.

Interpretation 303-6 recognizes that learning “cross-cultural competency” in the pursuit of eliminating “bias, discrimination, and racism in the law” also factors into the professional responsibility requirement of Standard 303(a). In addition to the 1L curriculum, professors teaching courses on professional responsibility should additionally implement CRT perspectives to meet the requirements of Standards 303(a)(1) and 303(c)(2), although the contours of that course are not within the scope of this Comment. For example, the new Albany Law 1L seminar Intro to Critical Race Theory cited that it satisfies the “competency and professional values” Bar requirement even before these updated ABA standards.

The ABA has taken much-needed steps in addressing the needs of the 1L curriculum, but it should more explicitly include CRT as a requirement in its Standard or, at the very least, a suggestion in its Interpretation. Learning critical race theory as part of the 1L curriculum fulfills the implicit requirements of Standards 301 and 302 while fulfilling the explicit requirement of Standard 303(c)(1). Professors and law schools should take the prospect of teaching CRT in the 1L curriculum seriously for competently fulfilling these requirements, even if they otherwise lack the motivation to add it into their curricula.
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Now that the ABA has updated its standards, the National Conference of Bar Examiners (NCBE) needs to follow suit and incorporate CRT requirements into both the Multistate Bar Examination (MBE) and Uniform Bar Examination (UBE). The bar exam has racist origins and still perpetuates racist outcomes.\footnote{198}{See Valerie Strauss, \textit{Why This Pandemic is a Good Time to Stop Forcing Prospective Lawyers to Take Bar Exams}, \textit{Washington Post} (July 13, 2020, 2:45 PM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/education/2020/07/13/why-this-pandemic-is-good-time-stop-forcing-prospective-lawyers-take-bar-exams/ [https://perma.cc/7ZR4-7FSC].} When the ABA was founded in 1878, it explicitly barred Black members until 1943 (with the exception of three accidental admissions in 1914).\footnote{199}{\textit{Id.}} It did not widely require the written bar exam as we know it today until the 1920s; rather, “[a]s it became clear that overt racism would no longer be allowed,” the ABA had to erect other barriers to gatekeep minorities.\footnote{200}{\textit{Id.}; see Jessica Williams, \textit{Abolish the Bar Exam}, \textit{Cal. L. Rev. Blog} (Oct. 2020), https://www.californialawreview.org/abolish-the-bar-exam/ [https://perma.cc/XKV4-EADU].} And though it no longer serves so explicitly as a racist roadblock, the bar exam still produces unacceptable racial disparities in its outcomes.\footnote{201}{See Karen Sloan, \textit{Racial Disparities on the Bar Exam Have Persisted for Decades. Does the Legal Profession Care?}, \textit{Law.com} (June 24, 2021, 3:07 PM), https://www.law.com/2021/06/24/racial-disparities-on-the-bar-exam-have-persisted-for-decades-does-the-legal-profession-care/ [https://perma.cc/4896-GJPJ]; Deborah Jones Merritt, Carol L. Chomsky, Claudia Angelos & Joan W. Howarth, \textit{Racial Disparities in Bar Exam Results—Causes and Remedies}, \textit{Bloomberg L.} (July 20, 2021, 3:00 AM), https://news.bloomberglaw.com/us-law-week/racial-disparities-in-bar-exam-results-causes-and-remedies [https://perma.cc/HNU2-TJX4].}

This problematic history and reality call for a number of possible solutions, which potentially include abolishing the bar exam, instituting diploma privilege, or allowing apprenticeship programs, but I argue that the NCBE should at least bring its testing in line with the new ABA Standards and my proposed implementation of those Standards. This would require students to learn CRT as part of the minimal competence for becoming a lawyer, even if they may not agree with its teachings. The ABA and NCBE can mandate CRT without becoming thought police; law students famously have little issue speaking against things they don’t agree with. Requiring CRT on the bar exam would only go as far as requiring students to learn it well enough to be assessed on it.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

The law is racist, but it—and we—need not be. We do need to be honest about its enduring, insidious history, even where its insidiousness is becoming less and less obvious. Teaching CRT throughout the first year of law school will ensure that we hone that honesty, opening up necessary discussions that are not always being had. Teaching CRT will arm law students with a fuller understanding of the law and its history, empowering them not only to be better advocates, but proper students of the law. It may too sharpen much-needed swords in the battle against dishonest legislators who attempt to silence other approaches to racial equity by scapegoating CRT.
Teaching CRT in our first-year legal curriculums is only a starting point. CRT itself grew out of a movement that insufficiently addressed race, however righteous its other focuses.\(^2\) The theory of intersectionality was born from the failings of the most progressive feminists and antiracists of the time to consider the full picture of discrimination.\(^3\) Even if the first-year curriculum does incorporate CRT, other critical legal pedagogy must follow.

For now, we must utilize this moment’s ferocious political winds and demand CRT be taught where it is meant to be. While we may dream of the racism necessitating these studies one day becoming moot, legal education must face them eternally. Its reliance on stare decisis means that a proper legal education can never forget, discount, or purport the end of these issues, as it has frequently attempted to. What we can—and must do—is work against racism in the law in our practice and pedagogy. To do that we must fully address race in our education. It is critical.

**APPENDICES**

These appendices outline the large number of existing resources that address CRT or CRT-adjacent topics relevant to the 1L curriculum. I want to note that I only consolidated these resources: credit for the vast majority of the original research, compilation, and categorization is owed to everyone at the University of Washington School of Law’s Gallagher Law Library, Georgia State University College of Law’s Library, Seattle University’s Law’s Library, and Boston College Law Library, who put together enormously useful resource lists for racial justice, critical perspectives, and the 1L curriculum.\(^4\) I brought them together here primarily to have all of the resources in one place and to tailor the selections to this paper’s goals.

**APPENDIX A – GENERAL**

*Collection of Readings*

2. **THE OXFORD HANDBOOK OF RACE AND LAW IN THE UNITED STATES** (Devon Carbado, Emily Houh & Khiara M. Bridges eds., 2022).

---

202. See Delgado & Stefancic, supra note 14, at 5.
203. See Crenshaw, supra note 22, at 139, 140, 145.

4. **Critical Race Theory: The Key Writings That Formed the Movement** (Kimberlé Crenshaw, Neil Gotanda, Gary Peller & Kendall Thomas eds., 1995).

5. **After Identity: A Reader in Law and Culture** (Dan Danielsen & Karen Engle eds., 1995)


8. **Crossroads, Directions, and a New Critical Race Theory** (Francisco Valdes, Jerome McCristal Culp & Angela P. Harris eds., 2002).


**Curriculum Adoption**


**Overview**


Pedagogy
[https://perma.cc/GQ52-XCBW] (pedagogical notes on teaching race and resource compilation for curriculum implementation).

35. VULNERABLE POPULATIONS AND TRANSFORMATIVE LAW TEACHING: A CRITICAL READER (Society of American Law Teachers & Golden Gate University School of Law eds., 2011) (collection of readings and pedagogy).

APPENDIX B – CIVIL PROCEDURE

Access to the Courts

Alternative Dispute Resolution

**Class Actions**
General Civil Procedure


Injunctions


Judges

47. Penelope Pether, Sorcerers, Not Apprentices: How Judicial Clerks and Staff Attorneys Impoverish U.S. Law, 39 ARIZ. ST. L.J. 1, 18 (2007) (“This article explores how and why the work of judicial clerks and staff attorneys treats ‘have-nots’ unequally, and suggests how ‘mistakes’ and ‘sloppiness’ in clerk and staff attorney decision[-]making and opinion-writing reinforce these effects.”).


**Jurisdiction**


**Pleadings and Civil Rights**


**Procedural Due Process**


Rulemaking


APPENDIX C – CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

Census

Commerce Clause

Enslavement

Federalism
10. Akhil Reed Amar, Race, Religion, Gender, and Interstate Federalism: Some Notes from History, 16 QLR 19 (1996).


**General Constitutional Law**


**Immigration and Citizenship**


of the American national identity, but are notably absent from the legal curriculum. These two cases are the roots of Congress’s plenary power over immigration, which maintains that ‘the power of Congress over the admission of aliens to this country is absolute.’ This plenary power has effectively immunized the federal government’s substantive immigration decisions from judicial scrutiny.”).


**Indian Sovereignty**


**Race and the Constitution**


Enforceability

General Contracts

Good Faith

Sex Work
Slavery & Peonage

Surrogacy

Unconscionability

Voidable Contracts
Cultural Defenses


Curriculum


8. Tamara F. Lawson, Mainstreaming Civil Rights in the Law School Curriculum: Criminal Law and Criminal Procedure, 54 ST. LOUIS U. L.J. 837 (2010) (integrating the discussion of racial disparities and civil rights into the criminal law course; casebook and material selection; and reframing the narrative in core cases).

9. Cynthia Lee, Race and the Criminal Law Curriculum, in THE OXFORD HANDBOOK OF RACE AND LAW IN THE UNITED STATES (Devon Carbado, Khiara Bridges & Emily Houh eds., forthcoming) (suggestions for implementing discussions of race into the substantive criminal law course).


25. *Race as a Social Construct*


**Racial Profiling**


APPENDIX F – LEGAL RESEARCH, WRITING AND ADVOCACY

Bias


Curriculum


6. Justin Simard, Citing Slavery, 72 STAN. L. REV. 79 (2020) (detailing important work from Simard’s Citing Slavery Project, such as advocating for changes to Blue Book Rule 10.7.1(d)).

Language & Rhetoric


8. Robert S. Chang, Whitewashing Precedent: From the Chinese Exclusion Case to Korematsu to the Muslim Travel Ban Cases, 68 CASE W. RES. L. REV. 1183 (2018) (noting the sneaky use of adjacent cases to use anticanonical cases as precedent).


Narrative


Pedagogy


23. Teri A. McMurtry-Chubb, Writing at the Master’s Table: Reflections on Theft, Criminality, and Otherness in the Legal Writing Profession, 2 Drexel L. Rev. 41 (2009).


Scholarship and Legal Research


APPENDIX G – PROPERTY LAW

“Alien Land Laws”

Curriculum

Enslavement and Property Law

Environmental Racism

General Property Law


Home Ownership


Native American Title


Native Hawaiian Land Rights


Pedagogy


Property Tax


Public Lands


APPENDIX H – TORTS

Bias and Disparate Outcomes


Curriculum


9. Martha Chamallas, Race and Tort Law, in THE OXFORD HANDBOOK OF RACE AND LAW IN THE UNITED STATES (Devon Carbado, Khiara Bridges & Emily Houh eds., forthcoming) (analysis of key cases focusing on racial discrimination; harassment and insult; stereotyping and racialized contexts; racial devaluation; and racially disparate effects).


**Discrimination and Damages**


**Pedagogy**


**Tort Law as a Remedy to Racial Injustice**


*Tort Reform*